
CHAPTER TWO

INTRODUCTION

:

Arbore has all the features typical of the phonologies of East Cushitic

languages. The characteristic three-term stop series is strongly in evid-

ence. There is the usual system of five vowels. There are the customary

rigid constraints on segmental distribution, which provide one source for

the fairly elaborate sets of morpheme alternations found throughout the

group. Both consonantal and vocalic length are phonologically significant.

There is also the expected two-term accentual system, one characteristic of

which is that it has a greater degree of significance in grammar than in

lexis. The ways in which the details of Arbore phonology exemplify these

general features will be very apparent in the present chapter.

While the account presented here represents a fairly surface-based

approach to phonology, it differs from a 'classical' phonemic account in at

least one important way. This is that no distinction is made between auto-

matic rules of phonemic substitution and rules of allophonic realization;

all such rules are phonological rules. This means that the transcription

employed for examples (unless phonetic) is 'morphophonemic' , rather than

phonemic. Having said that it is morphophonemic, however, it is necessary

to emphasize that the abstractness of the underlying representations of

morphemes is strictly controlled. The principle adopted here for constrain-

ing abstractness is that an underlying representation may only differ from

its surface representation if the two can be linked by one or more exception-



-less rules. Thus, in situations of allomorphic variation a unique underly-

ing representation will be setup only if all the alternations involved are

fully automatic. Where non-automatic (morphologically determined) alternat-

ions occur, a single phonological representation for a morpheme will never

be posited. Moreover, the phonological rules permit no extrinsic ordering;

rules apply as and when their structural descriptions are met. Arbore has

a fairly complex verb morphology, but within the approach adopted here a

great deal of this complexity has had to be dealt with as morphologically

determined. Inevitably some deeper 'generalizations' / 'insights' have had

to be passed over, but this seems always to be the price paid for the possib-

resembles fairly closely that of the Natural Generative Phonology school

(cf. Vennemann 1972, 1974; Hooper 1976). While this characterization is to

a large extent true, there are some aspects of that model with which this

study does not accord. Another thing in this description which inclines

towards Natural Generative Phonology is the use made of archisegments in the

representation of segments which, on account of contextual neutralization,

cannot be given a unique characterization in a non-arbitrary way.

The account of Arbore phonology offered here avoids all formalism, and

ceived and expressed in terms sufficiently rigorous as to permit an easy

2.1. THE SEGMENTS:

scription I have followed the practice common among scholars of Ethiopian

languages in representing ejective and implosiv



characterized by means of a superscript 'wedge' c

Table 1

2.1.1. CO^^MENTS ON TABLE 1:

Certain of the consonants call for some comment.

(i)

p and t are very rare phonemes, and may well be restricted to loanwords,

although this suggestion cannot be demonstrated in every case, p has been

noted in pS.rso ale-gmel, parr5,nta decorative band made from grass,

pircik- be squashed and pice full, full thing, t has been recorded only

in kattlrre / 7atfirre oat, tur6 dirty thing, tflka ballfi ground-squir^

rel, tuut- draw off blood and hettirlS- sneeze.



(ii)

S also occupies a somewhat marginal status among Arbore phonemes. In addit-

ion to its being a rare sound phonologically I observed that for my last

(1982) informant [/] was always in free variation with [s] for words which

had been pronounced only with a [j] by other informants. In words which

had originally been phonemicized with s, however, there was never any trace

of this ambivalence; and in view of this I have continued to distinguish a

S phonologically. (A phonetic [j] is apparent in the speech of some indiv-

iduals, resulting from the operation of PR 5 (see 2.3.2.), but this is not

really germane to the present issue.)

(iii)

More than twenty morphemes in the corpus contain what can only reasonably

be analysed as an underlying palatal nasal n. It occurs initially, inter-

vocalically (both single and geminate) and even finally. Thus: nSlar fore-

head, nalflb afterbirth, kaanfi sheath, lukklinu ground-squirrel, wannl

old, nenne7t6 door made of intenooven sticks, -an your (p) . Preconsonant-

al occurrences of a phonetic palatal nasal are found only before palatoalv-

eolar and palatal segments, and are, therefore, interpreted as realizations

of the archiphoneme n (see 2.3.3.).

(iv)

In initial position there are only five recorded cases of i]. They are: ijod-

pinah, rjaar- aaratah, alau, Tjaw? oroaodile, r]4r aeremony at the end of

the age-grade ayole, and gooc barren domestic animal. There are also two

indisputable cases where it occurs finally, viz: nftbar) Daseneoh person

and kai] instrumental verb preposition. (Preconsonantal [rj] and another

case of a word-final velar nasal will be discussed subsequently; see 2.3.3..)



2.1.2. PHONETIC REALIZATION OF THE PHONEMES:

Before considering the phonological processes c

these have on the pronunciation of the phonemes in c

operative, it is useful to present a statement conce

of each phoneme for contexts where it is not subject

ical process. The following table then is more or

summary of the 'elsewhere' statements of allophonic

1 phonemi



[s]

[z]

[;]

[h]

[1]

[r]

[j]

[w]

[i]

[e]

[a]

[o]

celess alveolar grooved fricative

d alveolar grooved fricative

iless palatoalveolar grooved fricative

iless glottal fricative

iced alveolar lateral ('clear')

ced alveolar tap

ced palatal glide

somewhat raised half-open front vo'

lips

central fully open vowel with a ne

somewhat lowered and advanced clos

rounded lips

somewhat raised half-open back vow

lips

itral posture of

back vowel with

2.2. LENGTH:

With the exception of ?, h,

has been found to be significant

minimal pairs are rare. In the

phonologically (a property over

glottal origin), the absence of

I and r| phonetic duration of segments

;he case of all phonemes, though exact

of ? and h, which act as a unique cla

ibove their shared phonetic property c

(see PR 9). In the case of s the gap may be accidental, though it should

emphasized that the sound is rare anyway. This may also be true in the cj

of p and I], though here it has to be borne in mind that there are also no

recorded instances of single p or r) in intervocalic position, ie. the onl;



position where durationally long consonants might appear.

In principle segmental duration is susceptible of several quite distinct

treatments phonologically. The two most common analyses differ in terms of

whether the durationally long segments are assigned a distinctive feature

property [+ long] at the phonological level, or whether they are analysed

IS a sequence of two identical segments. Within the limitations of our

present understanding of Arbore phonology there seem to be no compelling

reasons for an analysis in terms of phonological length. There are, on the

other hand, certain advantages to adopting the sequential analysis. These

(i)

The distributional constraints which govern sequences of consonants which

are dissimilar within words are the same as those governing durationally

long consonants, so that a generalization would be missed if we did not

treat the latter as sequences phonologically (see 2.3.1.).

(ii)

Many surface occurrences of durationally long segments (both consonants and

vowels) arise at morpheme boundaries, either as the result of the juxtapos-

ition of identical segments, or as the result of the total assimilation of

one or other dissimilar segments. Underlyingly, of course, such cases have

to be separated out into two segments, yet phonetically they are identical

to durationally long segments that occur within morpheme boundaries. If we

analysed the latter, as well as the former, occurrences as consisting of two

account for phonetic realization, whereas if we analyse the latter type as

[+ long] segments and the former as segment X + segment X (which we surely

(sets of) rules, the outputs of which are identical. Bracketing these two



types together disjunctively would give no explicit indication of vh^t it i

that they have in common phonologically such that they undergo identical

realization processes.

As indicated in the preceding paragraph the pronunciation of geminate

segments gives no indication that the underlying situation may involve a

sequence. The actual phonetic event consists of a unitary articulation

within which we can never locate in a non-arbitrary way any point of potent

ial division. In other words, even if a phonetic long segment derives fron

what are clearly two segments underlyingly, as we have proposed here, in

speech the fusion of the two is complete. Table 3 provides an approximate

indication of the pronunciation of the geminates. In general it will be

noted that in the case of non-stops what is essentially one articulatory

posture is maintained for a longer period of time, though in the case of

vowels there are additional qualitative differences involving a rather more

peripheral and more tense articulation. Implosive stops are pronounced

with a marked preglottal closure, but all other stops simply have a durat-

ionally sustained closure phase, this being notably the case with the affri

cated stops. Geminate r is trilled.

Table 3



[?&]



or [k:"] = and there is considerable fluctuation between tKe two in pro-

nunciation — would represent earlier *kk . There is the same indeterminacy

with regard to length in the pronunciation of s. It is clear that at least

one important set of items which earlier contained *ss (the 2s / 2p / 3fs

forms of causative extended-stem verbs) simply underwent degemination. These

remarks should be borne in mind whenever items contain kk or SS in the

transcription; there will always remain a degree of uncertainty as to wheth-

er they are phonologically geminate, or even consistently long phonetically.

2.3. PHONOTACTICS AND PHONOLOGICAL RULES:

2.3.1. SURFACE PHONOTACTICS:

An examination of the phonetic structure of Arbore words reveals the

following generalizations concerning canonical form:

(i) No word begins or ends with more than one consonantal segment,

(ii) Internally no word contains a sequence of more than two consonantal

It should be noted that the wording of both (i) and (ii) refers to 'conso-

nantal' segments, rather than simply to 'consonants'. The former of the

two terms is, in effect, based on a distinctive feature taxonomy of the

major classes which regards both laryngeals and glides as [- syllabic,

- consonantal] (though differing from each other in their values for the

feature [sonorant]). The point is important, since at the end of words we

do find some cases of sequences of two non-syllabic segments, but, except

in one word, where the extra segment is [j] (ie. bays eldef sister-in-law)

the second segment is always [?]. Furthermore, there are some sequences of

three non-syllabic segments word-internally, but here again the middle seg-

ment is always [?] . As we shall see in the next section all these occurr-

ences of [?] are the result of phonological rules.



Since these generalizations hold true both for monomorphemic

polymorphemic words, they are viewed here as surface struct

supplying the motivation for a particular subset of phonological ruli

The matrix which follows indi

n observed.

3 of non-syllabic

;bdggbdck?mnnrifsszhl]

( + ) ( + )

(+)+ (+)+ (+)

Lus' in parentheses indicates

: that while the sequence in q



speech, it may also be avoided by the application of an optional phonologic-

al rule.)

In general the number of sequences that occur within monomorphemic words

is less than that indicated in the matrix. Indeed, a generalization about

such sequences could be made in terms of an ordered segment-type hierarchy

such as the following:

iren this hierarchy an accompanying stc

luences both segments are either idem

hierarchically lower than the second,

n possible types of non-identi

ment would say simply that ii

;al or the first is of a type

The following are examples of the

ch



Alongside this is the case that some phonological processes appear to be

moving in the direction of simplifying the phonotactics in that some actual

sequences permitted within morphemes are optionally removed whenthey occur

at morpheme boundaries. We are concerned here, however, with surface phono-

tactics rather than with a comparison of these with morpheme structure cond-

itions. Accordingly, attention is directed to the following facts revealed

in the preceding matrix,

(i) Sequences consisting of a stop followed by a (non-identical) stop,

spirant or nasal are, at the best, only optional, b has to be seen as

an exception here,

(ii) In the sequences in which the laryngeals occur they do so only option-

ally, except in the case of the glides and 1.

(iii) Whereas m may appear before non-nasal (non-syllabic) segments which do

not share its place of articulation, the other nasals do not.

These observations are significant, since as will appear in the next section,

none of them holds true at the systematic phonemic level.


